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at that moment. ] Ah! There is one of our bottles 
burst, and here you see is a crack dowli one side, an 
eighth of an inch in width. [The other now exploded, 
gending the freezing mixture in all directions.] This 
other bottle is now broken; and although the iron 
was nearly half-an-inch thick, the ice has burst it 
asunder. These changes always take place in water; 
they do not require to be always produced by artificial 
means, we only use them here because we want to 
produce a small winter round that little bottle, instead 
of a large one. But if you go to Canada or to the 
North, you will find the temperature there out-doors 
will do the same thing as has been done here by the 
freezing mixture. 
--�--------------

Machine-made Chains. 
Machinery has been perfected in America, �ays the 

Londrm American, for the manufacture of chains 01 
every description . The smallest chains as well as the 
largest are constructed with a surprising rapidity and 
exactness. Those for trimming jewelry, little larger 
than an ordinary pin to the largest ship cables. 

The machines for the manufacture of watch and other 
small chains have been brought from America, and are 
now used at Birmingham, each doing the work of fifty 
hands, and more perfectly than it is possible to accom
plish it by manual labor. 

The machines for manufacturing cables have not, we 
believe, been used in this country, though for some 
time employed to a limited extent in America. Many 
of the cables, we may say the great majority, with 
which the American marine is furnished are now man
ufactured by the old process in the iron districts or 
England For this and other purposes a large amount 
is yearly imported 

If the chain. makers of Wolv�hampton desire to re
tain this foreigh trade, or even the domestic trade, 
they must follow the wise example of the Birmingham 
gold chain makers in introducing these labor-saving 
machines. We learn a cCllllpany has been organized in 
New York, with a capital stock of $t,OOO,OOO, for the 
purpose of manufacturing chains of every description. 
They are to manufacture with machinery invented by 
a gentleman who has spent thirteen years in perfecting 
it, and for which invention they have paid him the sum, 
of three hundred thousand dollars, or more' than; 
£60,000. 

.... 

Iron and Wooden Ships. 

In a letter to the Time.�, referring to the absence of 
all provisions for the construction of iron· coated ships 
in the new year's programme for the American navy, 
Mr. J. Scott Russell writes as follows:-" The explana
tion is the simplest possible. The entire mercantile 
steam navy of Great Britain, with the exception only 
of some old vessels, is of iron. The entire mercantile 
steam navy of America, without any exception known 
to me, is of wood. The reason is obvious. Timber is 
one of the staples of America, and.we are obliged to 
import large quantities of it from America into Eng
land Iron is the staple of England, and America is 
obliged to import large quantities of it from us. 
Hence, America builds timber vessels far cheaper than 
we cah. We build iron vessels far cheaper than Ame
rica can. With these facts before us we can readily 
infer-I. That there are no establishments, manufac
tories, or skilled artificers in America prepared for the 
business of iron shipbuilding. 2. That the introduc
tion of iron in substitution for wood gives to Englanq 
(the country of iron) the means of attaining and 
maintaining an ascendency over any other country in 
the matter of iron fleets. 3. We see why in wooden 
ships America had the advantage over us, and she had 
the wit to use it. 4. She now sees clearly that we 
have in future the advantage over her, and she waits 
to see if we have the wit to work it." 

IMPORTANCE OF GOOD QUALITY IN IRoN.-A writer in 
the London Qtlarterly Rwiew on the iron trade states, 
that the necessity of employing good iron for rails is 
now so generally acknowledged, that, in order to in
sure a superior quality, one of the greatest railway 
companies in England have established works to man
ufacture their own iron; and another company, not 
less important, are just about to follow their example. 
The writer also thinks that the loss of so many iron 
ships Is to be attributed to' the bad quality of metal 
used in their construction; coinciding in this matter 
with the opinions repeatedly expressed in the SCIENT!
no AMERICAN. 

ROllANCE OF THE STEAM ENGINE. 

ARTICLE XIII. 
under his care and, direction, was applied to work on 
a large scale. The accompanying figure is a vertical 
section of Watts' single acting and separate condens-JAMES WATT. ing engine '-a is the beam, connected to the piston The grandeur, the value and the importance of every d b by the chain' d is the piston' e the cylinder' 

ill d· t' t b ' d dh th ro" , " , scov�ry an mven IOn mus e JU ge . y e re-
j; the pipe leading from the boiler, which is also fur-, s�lts �t has pr�uced. The . steam engme was 

It nished with a box containing a valve, which by its giant m swaddlmg bands for eighteen hundred ye�rs, rise or fall opens or shuts a communication between but whenever it began to walk alone, u�der the Im- the boiler and cylinder; k, a valve, which also'by its provements of Newcomen and Cawley, Its wonderful rise and fall opens or shuts a communication between power. became manifest, and. it' ,,:as soon adopted for the under side of the piston and the condenser, m, by pumpmg most of the deep nunes m England. As re- means 0' the eduction pipe l. The short pipe n con-presented in its most perfect condition on page 116, t'ng the condenser with' the air and water p
'
u�p' 0 A ·t t'll nec I . ' , present volume, �CIENTIFIC �!ERICAN'.I was s I a has a valve at p, opening into the pump barrel; in the most clumsy and Imp:rfect engme, but It was the best piston of this pump are valtes opening upwards, and known, a�d a great Improvement over all �hat had at the top of the barrel is a short pipe, having a valve preceded It. The resources of a greater mmd than at its extremity opening outwards; s is a common that of any inventor who �ad pr:ced�d �,im, �er� now pump, with its rod attached to the balanced lever, to about to be devoted to the mvestlgatlOn of this mighty raise water from a well or cistern to replenish the box, tiubject. 

t in which the condenser pipes and pumps are placed; 'fhe University of Glasgow, in Scotland, has always thA rod which draws the water from the mine, and been distinguished for teaching the practical arts, such which is also attached to the working beam is not as chemistry:rnd mechanism. In the middle of �he shown; y is the axis of the working beam; 1,2, 3,5, are last. century, Its profes.sors gave refuge to a most m- levers moving on joints and attached to the valves, i k, g�nlOus young mechamc nan:e�. J�mes Watt, and fur- by means of rods working steam-tight through the mshed pim with a shop wlthm Its walls, where he sides of boxes ' 8 10 are tappets or pro jecting pieces practiced�is �ade of philosophic�l instrument maker, on the plug-rod. 
'
Th: pump-rod works through a stuffand kept th� mstru�eg.ts �longIDg to the Macfarlane ing box, so that the atmosphere is completely excludCollege Observatory III repair. In 1763, a neat work- ed from the interior of the engine; u is a space being model of N e.woomen's engine having ?een em- tween the jacket and cylinder into which the steam is 

�loy'ed/by Dr. 
?Ick, �rofessor o� �atural philosophy, admitted by the pipej, and from which it is introduced m his lectures, �t received some m)ury and was taken above the piston in the cylinder. to . Watt for adjustment. He very soon un�erstood Previously to the engine being put in motion, the this motor as no man ever had done before him; and air which occupies its internal parts must be expelled he saw �hat there was a. great l�ss . of hea� entailed. by 'This is done by opening the valves and allowing steam condensmg the steam m the mSlde of ItS workmg from the boiler to flow into all the pipes and vessels, cylinder. It occurred to.him that this ,;aste m�ght be and the vapor being lighter than the air, expels it saved, and how to do this was a questIOn whICh fre- downward through the eduction pipe into the conquentIy occupied his thoughts .. In his own account denser and from that through the valves which open of the invention, he relates with artless simplicity how upward in the air pump. The valve i is then shut, he resolved the great problem. One Sunday afternoon, and cold water being allowed to flow into the cistern, having taken a walk abroad in ." Glasgow .green," his quickly condenses the steam in the condenser pipes, thoughts turned to the expenments whICh he had and the steam under the piston rushing through the been making for saving heat in the engine, when the eduction pipe to restore the equilibrium, is also.cop.idea occurred to him, that as steam was an elastic va- verted into water-the condensation in both vessels is 

POI', it would expand �nd rush into a previously ex- so rapid, that in practice it may be considered quite inhausted space, and that If he were to produce a vacuum smntaneous. The resistance at the under side of the 

in a separate vessel, and open a communication be
tween the steam in the cylinder and this exhausted 
vessel, he could obtain a vacuum under the piston, 
and keep the cylinder always at steam-heat, so that no 
condensation of live steam (that which has done no 
work) would take place. This brilliant idea Watt re
solved into the lever of Archimedes, and with it has 
elevated a world. He was not long in devising and 
constructing the model to apply his discovery, and he 
found it come up to his utmost expectations; We 
omit giving engravings of the first contrivances which 
he employed, and come at once to the engine which, 
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piston being thus removed, the pressure of the steam 
issuing from the boiler forces the piston into the va
cuous part of the cylinder. 

The fallg{ the piston depresses one end of the work
ing beam, a; and as the air-pump rod is attached to 
the opposite end of the lever, its piston is raised to 
the top of its barrel, and the air and water which had 
flowed into the condenser, and was prevented by the 
valve p from returning, is now lying above the air 
pump piston. 

But at the instant when the steam piston had reach
ed to nearly the bottom of its cylinder, or had made 
its stroke, the tappets on the plug frame, x, struck the 
ends of the levers, or spanners, attached to the valves 
i and k, and shut them. 

The mine-pump rod is loaded with a weight or coun
terpoise, and it will be obvious, that to get the piston 
again into the place from which it has fallen, will re
quire a force to be exerted equal to that which had de
pressed it, or some means must be resor.ted to, by 
which the depressing force may be removed or neutral
ized, so that the counterpoise (the use of which is to 
raise the plug frame and the steam piston to the top 
of the cylinder e), may have only their weight and re
sistance to overcome. 

This is the steam jacketted Cornish engine of the 
present day, with only a different arrangement at the 
beam-head and devices for operating the valves. 

CORK-CUTTING MACHINERY.-From the frequent in
quiries in the English papers, and the number of pat
ents taken out in this country, there seems to be an 
earnest demand for a practical cork-cutting machine 
which will supersede the expensive hand labor now 
employed in that manufacture. We invite the atten
tion of all persons interested in the matter to the illus
tion, on another page, of Millar's cork-cutting ma
chine. It seems to us that he bas hit upon the true 
plan of making a machine for this service, as he pro
duces the peculiar drawing stroke required, by the 
most simple mechanism; and his machine certainly 
turns out very perfect work. 
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